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#NEW HERMES# DOOR DESIGNATIONS 

	 The inscription is intended for designation of the individual rooms�
in the representative business space.�

	 The insert with the name of the room - service made of GRAVOPLY�
material is put into the specially designed and electropolished aluminum�
profile. The main features of this inscription are a rich outlook and the�
possibility of exchange of the inscriptions.�

	 It has been used to place this inscription at the more important�
spaces as> the manager, design bureau, festive hall, meeting hall and the�
like.

�
dimension> The standard dimensions of the inscriptions are 203.2 x 50 mm�
and those of the insert 203.2 x 39 mm.�

color> The color of the insert is one of the colors of the GRAVOPLY material�
on choice. 

material> The carrying profile is of electrolytic, electropolished aluminium�
and is a product of the American company NEW HERMES. The insert is of�
two - layered GRAVOPLY material of the same manufacturer.

production technique> By engraving by the programmed CNC machine�
the upper layer of the two - layered GRAVOPLY material is removed under�
which there emerges the lower layer of different color.�

installation> The profile could easily be attached to the door by two wood�
screws delivered together with the profile.�

*The true outlook of the inscription one comes to just after viewing the sample.
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